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In this paper, we investigate the existence and regularity of solutions for Cauchy 
problems associated with the following two equations: (1) u,(x, t) = 
(-l)kt’dku(x, t), and (2) u,,(x, t) = (-1) kt’ Aku on infinite dimensional spaces. 
The nonhomogeneous cases associated with (1) and (2) are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Gross [4] initiated the study of existence and regularity of solutions of an 
infinite dimensional Laplacian based upon the (formal) expression 
Ci(a’laxf)f(x>, h w ere x belongs to a real separable Hilbert space H, and 
x = xi xiei with {ei} an orthonormal basis of H. For a real-valued functionf 
whose domain is an open subset of H, the Laplacian df(x) is defined as the 
trace of the second Frkchet derivative off at x, if the latter exists and is a 
trace class operator. The discussion of Ref. [4] shows that in order to obtain 
regularity properties of differential operators involving A, it is desirable to 
enlarge the space by introduction of an abstract Wiener space (H, i, B). In 
this paper, H is a given real separable Hilbert space with norm 1 1 = d(, ); B 
is the completion of H with respect to a given measurable norm )I 11 on H 
[3]; and i is the canonical embedding of H into B. Integration over B is 
performed with respect to Wiener measure pt with variance t > 0 (see [3, 81). 
For a real-valued function f(x) defined on B, we can define Af(x) in the 
following manner: We may regard f as a function g defined in a 
neighborhood of the origin of OH by defining g(h) =f(x + h). If g is k-times 
Frkchet-differentiable at 0, then we say thatfis k-times H-differentiable at x 
and we denote the kth H-derivative at x byffk’(x). Hence, we define df(x) = 
trace[f”(x)] if the latter exists. Note that we may make the identifications 
B* c H*, by restriction; H* w H by the Riesz Representation; and H c B by 
injection. Thus if f is twice FrCchet-differentiable in B, then the second 
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Frechet derivative D*f(x) belongs to L(B, B*), and f is automatically twice 
H-differentiable. A theorem due to Goodman (see [8; Theorem 4.61) states 
that the restriction to H of an element of L(B, B*), when viewed as a 
member of L(H, H), is of trace class. Thus D’f(X)(,, =f”(x) and df(x) 
exists. 
In this paper, we shall investigate the existence and regularity of solutions 
for the two Cauchy problems 
and 
24, = (-l)k+‘dkU, 4-G 0) = f(x), (1) 
u,, = (-l)k+’ &, 
where k> 1. 
4x9 0) =f(x), ut(x, 0) = g(x), (2) 
When k = 1 and f is a bounded Lip-l function, the solution of (1) was 
obtained by Gross [4]. For k > 1, less work has been done. An approach to 
solving the fundamental solution of higher order differential operators of the 
form (Ag, !ZQk with A a constant matrix has been introduced by Uglanov 
[ 131. There, solutions are obtained in the sense of generalized measures. 
However, both localization and regularity of solutions are lacking. In order 
to obtain regularity results, we have introduced a quite different approach, 
namely, the technique of the Fourier-Wiener transform (see Section 2 or 
[ 1,2,9, 121). The outline of our approach is the following: 
(I) Consider the equations with parameter c > 0 below. 
u,(x, t; c) = -J+(x, t; c), 4-T 0; c> =f (4, (1’) 
z&(x, t; c) = -Jv-;u(x, t; c), u(x, 0; c) =f (x)9 u,(x, 0; c) = g(x), (2’) 
where MU = -Au(x) + c(x, Du(x)) and ( , ) is the (B, B*) pairing. (We 
customarily denote Jv; by N.) 
(II) Then, for suitable f and g, we are able to show that a solution 
u(u, t; c) of (1’) [WI exists and the limit function u*(x, t) = lim,, u(x, t; c) 
exists and solves (1) [ (2)]. More precisely, let [B] be the complexiflcation of 
B; let 8= be the class of exponential type analytic functions on [B] (see 
Section 2); and let Z’JB) be those functions defined on B which have a 
(unique) extension to ga. Then, whenf, g are in &JB) and k = 1 [k < 21, the 
solution of (1) [(2)] belongs to g=(B). When k > 1 [k > 21, the solution 
4x9 4 of (1) [WI, as a function of x, is analytic and has the estimation 
lu(x, t>l <WE, CA1 + Ilxll) e’ib1’2 
for some ‘constant E (an arbitrary small positive number) and K(E, t, ) 
(depends on E and tr), where 0 < t < t, . 
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When k = 1, we can also represent he solution of (1) in the same integral 
form as that of Gross [4], but the initial functions are taken from a different 
class of functions. For Eq. (2) (with f = 0), when k = 2, the solution can also 
be represented by 
.t . 
u(x, t) = f 
J! 
[ g(x + eni/’ y) + g(x - eercg4 y)] p,,(dy) ds. o B 
It is well known [ 111 that the Hermite polynomials generate a complete 
set of eigenfunctions for M in L2(p,), and that JY extends to the generator 
..7 of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on L2(p,) (the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup). Hence if we wished only to solve (1’) for 
the extended operator Ly”, with convergence to the initial function being in 
the L2 sense, we could simply use Hermite polynomial expensions. However, 
we would not obtain any knowledge of whether the solution u is really 
differentiable, or whether .<u really exists, or whether the convergence to 
the initial function is pointwise. In [9] we have shown that the 
Fourier-Wiener transform is ideally suited for obtaining regularity results of 
this nature for 4. 
2. A REMARK ON 80~~~ THE FOURIER-WIENER TRANSFORM 
In order to minimize the discussion on the Fourier-Wiener transform, we 
only give here a brief summary of the results obtained in [9]. 
Let [B] be the complexitication of B with Euclidean norm induced by I] I/ 
(for notational convenience, we shall use 11 (1 as the norm of [B]) and 8a be 
the class of functions f satisfying: (1) there exist constants K, , K, such that 
If( G K, exp(K2 11~11) f or z E [B]; (2) for any x, y in [B], f(x + Ay) is an 
entire function of A. It is easy to see that iffE Z*: (i) f is analytic in [B] 
(hence, we call 8a the class of exponential type analytic functions; see 
[5, 61); (ii) the Taylor series f(x + y) = Cz&(l/n!) D”f(x) y” converges 
absolutely and uniformly in x,y on bounded subsets of [B]; (iii) given any 
constant C, there exist constants K, M such that ]ID”J(x)/],~,, <K. 44” for 
llx]l < C, where [IV,] = L([B], [IV,-,]) is the complexification of IV,, where 
W,, is defined inductively by setting W, = R and defining W, = L(B, W,- ,) 
(see [9]). We also denote by i?JB) the class of functions which are defined 
on B and have an extension to ZO. (When the extension exists, it is unique. 
We may identify go(B) with &Yu if the domains B and [B] do not play an 
important role.) 
Remark 1. If we introduce in 8a the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded sets, 8= becomes a locally convex space and its completion ga is the 
class of analytic functions which are uniformly bounded on every bounded 
subset (see [ 9, Sect. 41). 
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Now, following [ 
gc, by 
11, we define the Fourier-Wiener c-transform for any fin 
K.f( Y> = i’ f(x + iY) P,@X) (C>O,YEIBl) 
B 
and the inverse transform by X; ‘S(y) = flcf(-y). Then the inversion 
formula holds (hence, Rc(&‘J = 8J and 5 extends to L*(B, p,) as a unitary 
operator. 
To conclude this section, we state without proofs the following facts which 
shall be used later. For proofs we refer the reader to [9]. 
PROPOS~ION 2.1 (Integration by Parts). Let f be a continuously 
FrPchet-dlfirentiable function from B into B* satisfying (1) there is an r > 0 
such that 1, ]suP l/z I <r Il@-(x + h)llB,*] P,(dX) < 00; (2) s, Ilf(X)ll;~ P,(h) < 
az10; (3) J”, IIDf(x)ll,,p,(dx) < co, where I/ lltr is the trace norm and I( I(B,B* is 
the operator norm in L(B, B*). Then 
1' 
B 
kf(x))~,(dx) = tjstraceP?f @)I Mx). 
(See also Kuo [7].) 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that iff E c!?~, Of satisfies all three conditions 
in Proposition 2.1. (For a proof, see [9].) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let J?U(X) = (x, Du(x)). Then we have 
(i) A(8J c ZO , J?“(cYJ c c?‘~, and consequently, FC(8J = gab; 
(ii) V&Jv,u))(Y) =c ~J%%+K~)for 24 Egoa 
(Recall that J$u(x) = -Au(x) + c(x, Du(x)).) 
3. THE SOLUTION OF u, = (-l)k+’ Aku + h 
Our goal in this section is to investigate the existence and regularity of 
solution of the following Cauchy problem: 
2$(x, t) = (-t)kf l Aku(x, t) -+ h(x, t), u(x,O) =f(x). (3) 
To begin with, we solve the equation with a parameter c > 0 below: 
24,(x, t; c) = -x-$(x, t; c), u(x,O;c)=f(x). (4) 
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Let UJX, t; c) be the solution of (4) with initial condition 
u,(x, 0; c) = (l/n!) D”f(x) (where f E gJ. Then we show that 
lim CA0 u,(x, t; c) = u,*(x, t) exists and C,“=. u,*(x, t) satisfies (3) with 
h(x, t) = 0. The key to our limiting argument is Proposition 3.6. After 
solving the homogeneous case, we turn to the consideration of the 
nonhomogeneous problem. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) I, Tx’“+‘p,(dx) = 0 if T E [ WI”+ 1] and T is symmetric. 
(b) j Txz”pl(dx) = tn((2n)!/2”n!) f Tef, ,..., et, 
B l,,...,i,=l 
n = 0, 1) 2 ,...) tf T E [ W,,], where {ei} is an O.N. basis for H. (Recall that tf 
T E W,, T is a trace class operator on H. Hence the sum Cz, Tef = trace T 
is independent of the choice of O.N. basis of H. If T E [ W,,], 
Tx=~-~ E [ W,]. It follows by induction that the sum of the right-hand side of 
(b) is also independent of the choice of O.N. basis of H.) 
Proof (a) Trivial, since TX”‘+’ is an odd function. 
(b) (Proof by induction). Obviously, (b) is true for n = 0. Assume it is 
true for n=k. When n=k+ 1, we have 
I TX”+ %,(dx) = j (x, Tx2k+ ‘) p,(dx) B B 
=t(2k+ I)( trace,[ Tx2’] p,(dx) 
B 
= t W + Wk + 1) 
2(k + 1) 
Tefx2kp c&l 
J f 7 
by the dominated convergence theorem (since cz, 1 Tej xZk] < (1 Tx*~]]~~ E 
L’(P,)) 
= tk+’ (2k+2)! m 2 
2k+‘(k + I)! i,,...;+,=, TefV eik+l’ 
by the inductive assumption. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For f(x) = TX”, the solution of (4) is given by 
u(x, t; c) = -e ,~(i) [c-j +& (-1)’ ( (js) e~(~n--Ut2r)c~9] 
. Ty’j~“-~jp,(dy), 
I B 
(5) 
where m = [n/2], the greatest integer < n /2. 
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Remark 1. If we let W(x, t) = u(c-“‘x, c?), we see that W(x, t) 
satisfies 
W,(x, t) = -JP W(x, t), W(x, 0) = 2.f (c - V2x). 
This suggests that we may take advantage of the preceding relationship to 
solve (4). Or, equivalently, we may apply Proposition 2.2(ii) to solve (4) by 
direct computation. Since the latter approach is more transparent, we shall 
employ it to prove Proposition 3.2. 
Proof It is easy to see that the solution of (4) is 
by Remark 1 above, where T&x) = C,“,Je-““‘/n!) D”‘(0) x” [9]. We prove 
only for the case n = 2m. When II is odd the proof is similar. 
= qto (z) (-114 jB ~y2qX2(~-q~l,c(dX), 
Lv‘d)(Y) = y,“=o ;y( 1 
(-l)q e-(2qc)kf Ty2qx2(m-q)pyc(dx). i B 
Therefore, 
m 
= q=. g 
=( ) 
(-l)qe-(*qc)k’j j T(y - ix)‘qz”“-q’p,,(dy)p~,~(dz) 
BB 
m 
= z. g C-1 1” ew(-(WkO 
( 1 
. [go (-i.g(-l~i,i, Tx y 
*j 2(q-j)Z*(m-Q’Pvc(dy)pyc(dz) 
I 
m 
= qTo g (- 1)” exp(-(WkO 
( 1 
* f P(s, j) (;) (-lYjB I, Tx2’y”‘-“z”“-“pv,(dy)Pilc(dz)] 
,f 
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(where /?(q, j) = 0 for 4 < j and 1 for q > j) 
= ,zo (gj (I,) (t$ (-lY+qexpHWkt) 
-(m-j) (2(m - 4))! t2(q-j))! 2”-‘(m - q)! 2’-‘(q -j)! 
(by Lemma 3.1) 
= <y (2c)-(m-j) FqJ 
Jz [ SZO 
(-1)’ exp(+(j t s)c>Q) 
I 
*[ 
(2m)! “, 
(m -j - S)! (Q)! S! i,,...kej; 1 
TX” et ,, ,..., efmej 
1 
=i (F)[ 
m-j 
(2~)~‘“-” ‘i’ (-1)’ mij exp(-(2(j + s)c)‘t)] 
SC0 i 1 
. I’ Tx2jzzcm-“$,(dz) 
“B 
(by Lemma 3.1) 
m 
= 
J;o ; ( I[ 
c-j i (-1)’ CJr ) exp(-(2(m -j t s)e,tr)] 
s=o 
. ,f Tz2jx2(“‘-j’p,(dz). 1 
B 
LEMMA 3.3. Let b, d be real numbers; let s, m, and n be integers. Then 
we have 
(d t bs)” = 0, if n<m, 
= (m!)b”, if n=m. 
(6) 
Proof: Consider f(t) = (1 - embc)“’ ePdt and g(t) = t-“f(t). We have 
f(t) = C~zO(-l)“(~) exp(-(d + bs)t) = (1 - w)“%*~, where w = eVbr. Conse- 
quently, f”“(0) = C,“=O(-l)S(~)(-I)R(d + bs)” for all n. On the other hand, 
if we let h(w) = (1 - w)“?v~~, then 
$ h(w) = -$ h . (-bw); 
-$-h(w) = -$ h(w) . (-bw) . (-bw). 
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Since h(w) has 1 as its root of multiplicity m, hence h’“‘(l) = 0, for n < m. It 
follows that f’“‘(O) = (d”/dt”) h(w)/,,,=, = 0 for n < m, i.e., 
2 (-,y+s n 
( 1 s (d + bs)” =0 for n < m. s=o 
Next, we observe that 
g(t) = (t-‘( 1 - e-bt))m eBbt 
=t~m[~o(-l)s (y)exp(-(bs+d)t)] 
and that lim 1+o t-‘( 1 - exp(-bf)) = b. 
It follows by L’Hospital’s rule that 
l~~t-~[~~o(-l)‘~~)exp(-(d+bs)t)] 
=(m!)-’ [~o(-l)s+m (y) (dfbs)“]. 
Moreover, lim,,(t-‘(1 -exp(-bt)))“exp(--dt)=b”. Thus (-l)m~~~o(-l)” 
(r)(d + l~s)~ = (m!)b”. I 
Remark 2. If we reverse the order of the summation of (6), we have 
c (-1)s m ( 1  (d+Wm-W= r);n!)b” I 
if n < m, 
s% 3 if n =m. 
Notation. We let 
Fj(c, t; k) = c-j i (-1)” ’ 
0 
exp(-(2(m - j + s)c)Q); 
s=O s 
and 
Gj(c, t; k) = c-j 2 (-1)’ 6) exp(-((2(m -j + s) + 1)c)“t). 
s=o 
LEMMA 3.4. 
iii F,(c, t; k) = lj”o’ Gj(c, t; k) 
= (-l)(k-‘)r(2kr(kr)!/r!)tr, 
= 0, 
if j = kr, 
otherwise. 
(7) 
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Moreover, the above convergence is also t-un@orm on every compact subset 
of [O, co). 
Proof: We only give the computation for lim,+, FJc, t; k) (the other one 
is similar). 
For t = 0, Fj(C, 0; k) = 0 for all C, hence (7) holds. 
For 0< t<t,, we let y=ckt and then 
Fj(c, t; k) = tjiky-Jk ;- 
20 
t-1)’ 6) exp(-(2(m -j + s))“y). 
Hence, 
Fz Fj(C, t; k) 
= flk 1;~ yefik i. (-1)’ (“s) exp(-(2(m -j + s))“y). 
(1) If k ] j, j/k is an integer, say r, then 
9~ Fj(C, t; k) 
= tyrr y+ i 
s=o 
C-1)’ (i) exp(-(2(m -j) + 2~)~y) 
= ( - 1 )‘k-“‘(2k’(kr)!/r!)tr, 
by Lemma 3.3 and L’Hospital’s rule. 
(2) If k%j, j/k is not an integer, say I + q/k with q < k. Then, by 
Lemma 3.3 and L’Hospital’s rule, we get 
lj”(: Fi(c, t; k) 
= e/k I$ y-I-qlk i (-1)s j 
0 
exp(-(2(m - j) + 2~)~y) 
s=o S 
Y 
l-q/k 
= f+qk lim 
Y-‘O (ilk)( j/k - 1) . . . (j/k - I) 
x 
C 
S$o(-l)S+‘+i j 
0 
s (2(m - j) + 2s)““+ ‘) - expt+(m - j) + 2sJky) 1 =o (since 1 - q/k > 0). 
Furthermore, since c+ 0 iff y = ckt + 0 uniformly on (0, t,], the above 
convergence is also t-uniform on (0, t,]. Therefore, the above convergence is
also t-uniform on [0, t,] by the fact that F,(c, 0; k) = 0 for all c > 0. I 
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LEMMA 3.5. Suppose h(x, c) is a function in &for each c > 0, and for 
each integer N > 1 and c, > 0, supO<c<cl 1)h(x, c)ll, < 00. Zf h(x, c) -+ h*(x) 
(as c --) 0) uniformly on bounded sets, we then have 
vyMch(x, c) = -h*(x) uniformly on bounded sets. 
Proof. We see that h*(x) E k?@ and for a,, a2 E [B], when c -+ 0, we have 
Dh(x, c)a, -+ Dh*(x)a, and D’h(x, c)ala2 + D’h*(x)a,a, uniformly on 
bounded sets. Moreover, by the Cauchy formula, we have 
and 
It follows by Goodman’s theorem 18, Theorem 4.61 and Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem that 
‘,‘y ((trace,D*h(x, c) - trace,D*h*(x)ll, 
G S/ ll(yJ2W, C>Y - Z”h*(x)y)II,p,(dy) 
B 
= 
I- 
B ‘,‘T MY, D*h(x, C)Y - ~‘h*(xbll,p,W) 
= 0. 
Since (x, Dh(x, c)) -Y (x, Oh*(x)) as c--f 0, we get 
lii c(x, Dh(x, c)) = 0. 
As a result, lim,, .A$ h(x, c) = -Ah*(x). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let f(x) = TX” with T E [ W,,], T symmetric. Suppose 
u(x, t; c) is the solution of (4) (which is given by (5)). Then 
(i) lim,+, u(x, t; c) = u*(x, t) exists and the convergence is x-uniform 
on bounded subsets of [B] and t-uniform on compact subsets of [0, 00); 
(ii) u*(x, t) solves the Cauchy problem (3) (with h = 0); 
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(iii) lim,+, u*(x, r) = TX” uniformly on bounded sets. Moreover, 
u*(x, t) is given by 
(8) 
where n = 2km + q, q < 2k, and m = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof. We prove only for the case q even, say, q = 2s, s < k. (The other 
case can be proved similarly.) We let Z = km + s, then n = 21. Since 
u(x, t; c) = L ,Go (i) Fj(C, C; k) I, Ty’jX”‘-“$,(dy) 
is a polynomial in x and FJ(c, t; k) is convergent (as c --) 0) t-uniformly on 
every compact subset of [0, co) for j = I,..., Z (by Lemma 3.4), hence (i) 
follows immediately and u*(x, t) is given by (8). 
To prove (ii), we observe that 
lj~ (d/at) Fj(c, t; k) 
= l)y (a/at) Gj(C, t; k) 4 
= (-l)ck-‘)r(2kr(kr)!/(r - I)!)t’-‘, if j = kr, 
= 0, otherwise. 
and the convergence is also uniform on evry compact subset of [0, co). 
Hence 
Moreover, we note that 
Fj(c, t; k) K Ty2jx”(‘-j)p,(dy) 
(s = 0, 1,2,...) is always a polynomial (where flu = u) and that 
sup IlJqu(x, 1; C)llN < a.3 for s = 0, I,2 ,..., k. 
O<C<C, 
It follows by Lemma 3.5 that 
l$l M-t u(x, t; c) = (-d)kU*(X, t). (10) 
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Combining (9) and (lo), we get 
z&x, t) = (-l)k+’ Ll%*(X, t). 
Obviously, we have u*(x, 0) = TX” by (8). 
Part (iii) is trivial. 1 _ 
Remark 3. When k = 1, formula (3) becomes 
u(x, t; c) = 5 n 
( 1 j=O 2j 
[c-je-(n-2j)cf(l _ ,-zcfy’] 
T(\/c-‘(1 - e-2c’)y)2j(e-ctx)n-2$,(dy) 
= 
I 
T(ewC’x + d/c-‘(1 - e-2C’)y>“pl(dy>, 
B 
which, when c = 1, is the same form obtained by Piech [lo, 111 
corresponding to the initial condition f(x) = TX”. 
Now, let f E &Fa nd write f(x) = JJrzO( l/n!) D”f(O)z”. It follows by the 
preceding formula and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, the 
solution of (4) is given by 
U(X, t; c)= 5 (l/n!) j Dnf(0)(eec’x + dc-l(l - e-*“)y)“p,(&) 
n=o B 
= Bf(e-ctx + I d/c-‘(1 - e-2c’)y)P1(dy). (11) 
When c= 1, (11) gives (15’) of [9, Sect. 41. 
Next, if we let c + 0, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let f E g0 and u*(x, t) = JBf(x t y)p,,(dy). Then 
(i) u*( . , t) E ~27~ for each t > 0 and 
$5 
I 
f(e-“x t d/c-Y 1 - e-2c’) y)p,(dy) = u*(x, t). 
B 
(ii) 24:(x, t) = du*(x, t), u*(x, 0) = f(X). 
(iii) 24*(x, t) +t-ro f(x) uniformly on bounded sets. 
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(This extends the results of Gross [4] to a class of unbounded initial 
functions.) 
ProoJ (i) Note that u*(x, t) =Sr;l f(ix), hence u*( . , t) E go. 
Moreover, for each x, t, 
If@-“x + dc-‘(l -e-ZC’)y)l <K, exp(K,(llxll + fill~ll)h 
which is in L’(p,) since Fernique has shown that there exists a /3 > 0 such 
that exp@ I]x]l’) E L’(p,) (see [8]). H ence by the dominated convergence 
theorem we have 
v?J‘ f(e-“x + dc-l(l - eCzct) y)p,(f.zy) 
- B 
= 
! 
i ~~f(epctx + j./ c-‘( 1 - e-*“) y)p,(dy) 
=i’ f(x + 6 Y)P,(dY) 
B 
= 
1 
f(x + Y) P*t@Y). 
B 
(ii) 
4% 0 = $1 (Y, qJ-<fiY + X))P,(dY) 
B 
2t 
=- 2t 1 trace, @flfi~ f 4 P#Y) (by 2.1) 
B 
= trace, 0: f<\/zt, + x> P,(dY) 1 
= du*(x, t). 
Obviously, u*(x, 0) = f(x). 
(iii) Let [lx]] ,< c,, t < 1, and K, M be the constants such that 
su~~~x~~<cl IIW(~)]IPV,I \ <KM (see Section 2). Then we have 
I~~~+~Y~-~~(~~~~~~~IIYII~~~~~~~~YII~ 
~~~~~ll~ll~~~~~ll~ll~ 
E L VT P,VY))* 
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Whence, as t + 0, 
I lf(x + fiY> -.tGlP*(dY) B 
< \/s ’KM I II Y II e”“‘“P,(dY) B 
+O uniformly on {Ilxll Gc,}. I 
Remark 4. We have shown that for the case k = 1, we can find a 
solution u*(x, t) in ga for the homogeneous problem (3) provided 
U(X, 0) E CT=. However, for the case k >, 2, as we shall see later, we can only 
show that the solution u*(x, t) is in c??~. (It is not known if indeed u*(x, t) is 
in go.) 
THEOREM 3.8. Assume k) 2. Let u,*(x, t) be the solution for the 
homogeneous Cauchy problem (1) with initial condition uX(x, 0) = 
(l/n!) D”f(O)x”, where f E &. If we define u*(x, t) = CzEO uf(x, t), then we 
have 
(i) @(x, t) = (-l)k+‘dku*(x, t), u*(x, 0) = f(x). 
(ii) u*(x, t) + *+,, f(x) uniformly on bounded sets. 
Our proof is achieved by the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.9. Given t, > 0, there exists y > 0 such that for 0 < t < t,, 
0 < E < y, we can find a constant K(E, t,) such that 
. 
n,. luX(x, 111<KC&, t&l + Ilxll) s’k”2. 
Proof: Let M be a constant such that llD”f(0)llrw,l < M” “. 
(1) n=2km+2q,q<k. 
Applying formula (8) with T = (l/n!) D”‘(O)x”, we get 
u;(x, t) = c (-l)‘k-l)r ( 2;r) 7 - I’I, Ty’k”x”-2k”pZ(dy) 
r=o 
= i. (-l)‘k-l)r (n - 2$;:2kr)! r! * t’ 
. D”f(0) y2krx”-2krp2(dy). 
I B 
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It follows that (2(/k)“’ . MWm+q) . M l”t(x’ ‘)I G,zo 2km+4(kr)! [(km - kr + q)!12r! 
kmtq 
(kr)! (k: - kr + q)! b(m’ ” ‘) 
* (2cY” II Yl12)k’(l142)k(m-r)+q 1 PI(&)9 
where b(m, r, E) = (M2/2e)k”+q/[(km - kr + q)! r!]. Observe that 
b(m, r, E) -+ 0 as m + 00. Thus we may assume that b(m, r, E) < some 
constant, say, L(E). We also observe 
m (km + q)! 
rzo (kr)! (km _ kr + q)! t2tk 11 Y I12)k’(ll x 11 ) 
2 ktm-r)+q 
( (2tyk lly)(2 + (JXl12)km+q* 
Hence we have 
IWG Ql aw)J-B ,k;“+‘;,! W” IlYl12 +Ilxl12)km+qP&w. (12) 
Similarly, 
(2) When n = 2km + 2q + 1, q < k, we have 
x PC’” llYl12 + I1412)km+qP*wY). (13) 
Now, let p > 0 be a number such that jB e4’k”zp,(u’~) < co [8, p. 1591 and 
choose y > 0 so that 2r:lky < /?. Then for 0 < E < y, we have 
i evWYk IIY~~~~W) < 00. B 
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Consequently, 
G MU&)(1 + Il4l) I, expWW IIYII~ + Ilxl12)hW 
= w4-4 j expCWk II YII’M~Y))U + Ilxll) exp@ Il-dl’>. B 
Thus our proof is completed by taking 
WE, tl> = ML(E) j exp@tY II A12)MY). I 
B 
The next corollary follows immediately by Lemma 3.9 and formulas (12) 
and (13). 
COROLLARY 3.10. (i) ,JJFEo uz(x, t) converges absolutely, x-uniformly 
on bounded sets and t-uniformly on compact subsets of [0, 00). 
(ii) For each t >, 0, u*(x, t) E Ea. 
(iii) IfxEB, t>O,u*(~,t)ELP(B,p,)forO<p<~. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let g be a positive monotone increasing function and f an 
analytic function defined on [B] such that 
I f@>l G g(llz II)* 
Then 
0) ll~“f(zll,w,l G g(/lzll + n>, 
(ii) Idf(z C e g(llzll + 2), where C = I, lIyll%l(dy). 
ProoJ (i) By the Cauchy formula, we have 
Pf(z) h, ..a h, 
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and if llh,II = ,..., = ll/z,ll = 1, then 
IW(z)h, -** h”l 
< ($-rj,A,,-, ?...? j,~,~~If~z+~,~,+~...~+~,h”~l.l~~~l~...~I~~”I 
” 
Q g(llzll + n)* 
(ii) This follows by (i) and the identity that 
trace, A = Ay2pl(dy). 1 
I B 
COROLLARY 3.12. dk(C,“_ un*(x, t)) = C,“=. Aku~(x, t) and the series 
converges x-uniformly on bounded sets and t-uniformly on compact subsets of 
IO, 03). 
Proof: Assume llxll< N, 0 < t < t,, and let E,@ > 0 be the numbers as 
defined in the proof of Lemma 3.9. If we take 
g,(s) = MW) 2 j (II Y II* + s*Y’p,@y), (14) 
B 
k&)=~W~sj (II~ll’+~*)~,(dy)~ (15) 
* B 
where m = 1, 2,... and ,u = 2t:lk, then the g,‘s and h,‘s are obviously 
increasing and positive. Besides, by (12), (13), we have 
I dnk 91 G &(llX II>, 
IG?l+* (x,4 < kn(ll x II>* 
Now, applying Lemma 3.11 repeatedly, we get 
and 
Since 
I~“4x% GIG eL?l(llxll + %I, 
lA4u,*,+ 1 (x7 01 < cq4?Alxll +%I, q = 1, 2,..., 
II 0’ AqGn(x~ Qll I&v,] G c4&t(l141 + 2q + 219 
lP* A44m+ Lx, t)llrw,I < cqk,t(llxll + 2q + 2). 
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and 
for every s E R, we have, in particular for s = N + 2k, 
converging x-uniformly on bounded sets and f-uniformly on compact subsets 
of [O, co). 
Moreover, by the bounded convergence theorem, we have 
dkU*(X, t) 
= I (Y, II2 dk-‘u*(x, Qy)p,(dy) B 
= 2 j (J’,D2dkF1Utm(X, t)y+D2dk-1~*O182m+l(~,t)y)pl(d~) 
m=O B 
= 2 (dk’ugx, t) + dkU,*,+ 1(x, t)) 
m=O 
= 5 (LlkU,*(X, t)). I 
II=0 
LEMMA 3.13. (a/&)u*(x, t) = C,“,@/at) ut(x, t). 
Proof. It suffices to show that ~~Eo(+‘8f) uX(x, t) converges t-uniformly 
on every compact interval [0, ti]. In fact, for m = 0, 1,2,... and l]xl] < ZV, we 
have 
where the g,‘s and h,‘s are defined as in (14) and (15). Since 
7 W;‘)(g,(N) +h,(N)) 
EO 
<MU&)t;‘(l +W ( j (II~ll’+~*)exp(~ II l12)p,W))e’N’< 00B 
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(where p = 2t:lk), it follows by the M-test that 
“ZO Iwwu,*(x~ t>lconverges uniformly in t on [0, t, ]
for all x such that l]xl] <N. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Part (i) follows by 3.12 and 3.13. 
(ii) Since C,“=O 24,*(x, t) converges uniformly on {]]x]] <N} x [0, t,] 
for each N and t, > 0, hence 
= f (l/n!)D”f(O)x” 
n=O 
=f (xl uniformly on (]]x]l <N}. 1 
Notation. We denote by V(x, t;f(x)) the solution of u, = (-l)k+’ dk# 
with initial function f, i.e., V(X, 0; f) = f(x). 
Remark 5. Using the above notation, the solution u*(x, t) for the 
homogeneous problem (3) can also be written as JJ~zo V(x, t;f,), where 
f,(x) = (l/n!) D”f(O)x”, f or any k > 1 (see Remark 3 and Theorems 3.7, 3.8). 
Since we do not have the semigroup associated with the operator 
(a/L?) + (-l)k Ak for k > 2 (when k = 1, the semigroup is defined by 
~,f(x) = S, ftx + Y)P,,(~Y) for f E 5A we shall use the above notation to 
represent he solution of (3) in the nonhomogeneous case. 
THEOREM 3.14. Suppose that h(x, t): [B] X [0, a~) -+ C has the 
following three properties: (i) h(x + Ay, t) is an entire function of A for each 
t E [0, a~) and x, y E [I?]. (ii) Let b > 0. There exist constants C,, C, such 
that supoctcb ]h(x, t)] < C, exp(C, ]]x]l) for every x E [B]. (iii) For any 
b > 0, there are constants K,, K, such that SUP~<~(~ ] a/&)h(x, s)] < 
K, exp(K, I]xl]). We then define 
U(X, t) = v(x, t; f) + i 
V(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds. 
0 
Then 
(i) ul(x, t) = (-l)k+’ Aku(x, t) + h(x, t), u(x, 0) = f (x). 
(ii) u(x, t) -+t-1o f (x) uniformly on bounded sets. 
Proof First, we note that the threee assumptions on h(x, s) guarantee 
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that Kh(y, s) is also a (strongly) C-function of s. In particular, if we let 
h,(x, s) = (l/n!)D”h(O, s)x”, Kh,,(y, s) is a (strongly) Cl-function of s. By 
Proposition 3.6 and arguments imilar to those in the proof of [9,4.15], we 
conclude that the solution of 
W,(x, t; c) = -Jf; W(x, 1; c) + /2,(x, t), 
W(x, 0; c) = (l/n!) D”f(o)xn 
is given by 
ljy W,(x, t; c) 
= qx, t; (l/n!) D”f(O)x”) + jI V(x, t - s; h,(x, s)) ds. 
0 
Obviously, if we let u,(x, t) = lim,,, WJx, t; c), u,(x, t) solves 
ut(x, t) = (-l)k+ ‘d%(X, t) + h,(x, t); 
u(x, 0) = (l/n!) D”f(0) xn. 
Employing the arguments used to prove 3.8, we see that for 0 <s < t < t, , 
\“- 
EO 
V(x, t - s; h,(x, s) = G(x, s, t) 
converges x-uniformly on bounded subsets of [B], s-uniformly on 10, t], and 
t-uniformly on [s, t,]. Moreover, 
$ f V(x, t - s; h,(x, s)) 
n-0 
“, a 
= n&O at V(x, t - s; h,(x, s)) 
= T (-l)“+‘AkV(X,t-S;h”(x,s)) ii
II=0 
= (-l)k+l Ak ( n$o V(x, t - s; h,(x, s))) . 
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Now, let 
v-(x, &f(X)) = T v 
n=O 
x, 1; -&f(O)x”) , 
qx, t; h(x, s)) = T V(x, t -s; h,(x, s)), 
II=0 
and 
u(x, t) = T 
“=o %l(x, t) 
= V(x, t; f(x)) + jt V(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds. 
0 
We claim that u(x, t) is a solution for problem (3). In fact, 
ut(x, t) = V,(x, t; f(x)) + jt V,(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds 
0 
+ qx, 0; h(x, t>>, 
by a standard computation as before. It follows that 
24,(x, t) = (-l)k+’ LlV(x, &f(X)) 
+ ‘(-l)k+l 
J’ 
dkV(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds + h(x, t). 
0 
Since 
I ’ AkV(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds 0 
’ = JJ (D2dk-‘V(x, t -s; h(x, s))y2)p,(dy) ds OB 
(D2dk-‘V(x, t -s; h(x, s))y’) dsp,(dy) 
dk- ‘V(x + Ay, t - s; h(x, s)) 
/I3 
dA dv, Vu) 
IAI=l 
2 
= B 2ni J-J r3 ‘Ak-‘V(x +Ay, t - s; h(x, s)) ds)dAp,(dy) lAl=1 (J 0 
‘Ak-‘V(x, t-s; h(x, s))ds y2p,(dy) 1 
505141/l h 
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=A V(x,t-s;h(x,s))ds 1 
=Ak V(x, t - s; h(x, s)) ds 1 (by induction). 
Hence we have 
u,(x, t) = (-l)k+l Ak( V(x, t; f(x)) + It V(x, t - s; h(x, s) ds) + h(x, t) 
= (-l)k+l Aku(x, t) + h(x, t). ’ 
Obviously, u(x, 0) =f(x). Thus we have proved (i). 
To prove (ii), we observe that 
I( qx, t -s; h(x, S)llN < 00, for O<s<t< 1, 
and t 
l/y qx, t - s; qx, s)) + /I j 0 /I = 0. N 
It follows that u(x, t) +t,of(x) uniformly on bounded sets by 
Theorem 3.8. 1 
4. THE SOLUTION OF utt= (-l)k+’ Aku +h. 
To conclude this paper, we consider the following Cauchy problem: 
utt(x, 0 = (- 1) k+ ’ Aku(x, t) + h(x, t), u(x, 0) = f,(x), 
(16) 
ut(x, 0) = f*(x)* 
Without loss of generality we assume that fi(x) = 0 (see [9,6.11 I). Again, 
we consider the homogeneous Cauchy problem 
u,(x, t) = (-l)k+’ Aku(x, t), u(x, 0) = 0, Ut(X, 0) = f(x), (17) 
to begin with. 
Our approach follows that of Section 3. Let u,(x, t; c) be the solution of 
the Cauchy problem 
utt(x, I; c) = -J@(x, r; c), u(x, 0; c) = 0, 
u,(x, 0; c) = -$ m-(x), 
(18) 
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where f is in & and c > 0, t > 0. We shall show that C,“=. lim,, u,(x, t; c) 
exists and solves (17). 
Since we are already familiar with the techniques, some results below are 
given without proof. To solve (18) we take the Fourier-Wiener (l/c)- 
transform, and (18) becomes 
v,,( y, t; c) = -ckJTkv( y, t; c), v( y, 0; c) = 0, 
Vl(Y, 0; c> =sT;,,f(v), 
where 
V(Y, t; c) =‘qeu(y, t; c). 
Then along the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.2, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f(x) = TX” with T E [ W,] and T symmetric. Then 
the solution of (2) is given by 
u(x,t;c)= 2 n 
( I[ j=O 2j 
&b. (-1)s (;) Qn-~,+&w20] 
. Tz*‘x”--$,(dz), 
I B 
(19) 
Q,(t) = npw2 sin(#*t) for n = 1, 2,..., and Q,,(t) = t and m = [n/2], the 
greatest integer <n/2. 
Proof: Employ [9, Theorem 5.21 and imitate the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. 1 
Analogous to Lemma 3.4, we have 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 6 = 0 or 1 and 
Fj(c,t,S;k)=-& i (-1)’ ’ 
s=o 0 
1 Q2(m-j+s)+ACW2t)* 
Then 
ii J’,@, t, 6; k) 
(kr)! 
= w’k-l)’ (2r + l)! 
2krt2r+ 1 
9 if j = kr, 
(20) 
0, otherwise, 
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((20) is true for 6 = 0 or 1). Moreover, the convergence in (20) is t-uniform 
on every compact subset of [0, a). 
Proof. There is nothing to prove when t = 0. We assume t > 0. 
(i) When j = kr for some integer r, we let y = cW2t; then 
Fj(c, t, 6; k) = (t/y)“+ ’ f. (-lY (Y) Q2(m-j+s)tS(Y)* 
It follows by Lemma 3.3 and L’Hospital’s rule that 
lii Fj(c, t, 6; k) = 1;~ (i/y) 2rt1 i. C-1)’ (y) Q2(m-jts)+a(Y) 
= P+’ (i. (-l)‘+’ (“s’) (2(m -j) + 6 + 2s)k’ 
= (-l)‘k-‘)‘((kr)!/(2r + l)!) 2k’ . tzrt ‘, 
(ii) If k%j, 
(1) k%2j. Then 2j/k is not an integer. We write 2j/k = I + b/k 
(b < k). Then 
,Fj(C, t, 6; k) = (t/Y)” lt ‘*lk’ 
Since b/k is not an integer, by arguments imilar to Lemma 3.4, we conclude 
that lim c-0 Fj(c, t, 6; k) = 0. 
(2) k I2j. Then 2j/k is an integer, say, 2q + 1. Then we have 
ljz Fj(c, t, 6; k) = I;$ (t/r)‘“+’ i (-1)’ 
(‘1 
; QZ(m-j+s)+a(Y) 
s=O 
tzq+ * lim 
1 i = 
FO (2q + 2)! [ 
i. (-l)SCq+’ (js) 
* (2(m - j + s) + B)w2(2q+ ‘) sin(2(m - j + s) + 6)W2y 1 = 0. 
(For the uniformity, we refer to the proof of Lemma 3.4.) I 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let u(x, t; c) be the solution of (18) with f(x) = TX”, 
where T E [ W,] and T symmetric (see formula (19)). Then 
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0) lim,+, u(x, t; c) = u*(x, t) exists x-unlfirmly on every bounded set 
in [I?]. 
(ii) u*(x, t) solves (17) with f(x) = TX”. 
(iii) u*(x, t) + 1+0 TX” uniformly on every bounded set. Moreover 
u*(x, t) is given by 
u*g, t) = 2 (-l)‘k-1)’ 
r=O 
. . Ty2krx”-2k’$Z(dy), 
! (21) B 
wheren=2km+q,q<2k,andm=0,1,2 ,.... 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, Proposition 4.1, and arguments analogous to 
those in the proof of Theorem 3.6, our conclusions are straightforward. 
Remark 1. Comparing formula (21) with (8), we see that the only 
difference is in the factor ((kr)!/(2r + l)!)t2’+’ the corresponding factor in 
(8) is ((kr)!/r!)f). Since ((kr)!/(2r + l)!) < 1 for k = 1,2, if we let u,*(x, t) 
be the solution of (17) in Proposition 4.3 with T = (l/n!) D”f(O), we see 
easily that (when k = 1,2) 
(22) 
for some c,, c2 > 0. Moreover C,“=. uz(x, t) converges x-uniformly on 
bounded sets and t-uniformly on compact subsets of [0, ao). Then, if we let 
u*(x, t) = C,“=. u,X(x, t), it is easy to see that u*( e , t) E k$ and u*(x, t) 
solves (1’) for the case k = 1,2. However, for the case k > 3, we may not 
have inequality (22); instead, we replace it by 
(see Lemma 3.9). Consequently, CFEO uX(x, t) converges x-uniformly on 
bounded sets and t-uniformly on compact sets in [0, co). Thus u*(x, t) = 
C,“. uf(x, t) E G?## for every t > 0. Now, following the proof of Theorem 3.8, 
the following theorem is straightforward: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let uz(x, t), u*(x, t) be defined as above. Then we have 
dfor k> 1) 
(i) uz(x, t) = (-l)ki’ dku(x, t), u(x, 0) = 0, u,(x, 0) =f(x), where 
.f-EK* 
(ii) lim,, u*(x, t) = f(x) uniformly on bounded sets. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. When k = 2, u*(x, t) can be written as 
u*(x,t)=* c’ C Lf(x + ezU4y> t f(x - e-“u4y)l MW h. 
L JOJB 
Proof. For simplicity, we let T,, = (l/n! 1 
q < 4, and m = 0, 1,2 ,..., we have 
u,*tx, tj= i (-1)’ n ,(2r)! 
r=o ( ) 4r ’ (2r + l)! 
= 2 (-1)’ n -Lp+ 
r=O ( 1 4r 2r t 1 
Pf(0). Then, if n = 4m + q, 
t 2r+ ’
I 
T, y4”x”- 4’p2(dy) 
B 
i 
T,, y4r~n -4”p,(dy) 
ll 
T,, y”‘x”-4’p,,(dy) ds 
T,(e^““y)“x”-“‘p,,(dy) ds 
1 t =- 
2 IJ’ 
[ T,,(x + eng4y)” + T,(x - e-““4y)“] p,,(dy) ds. 
0 B 
Now it follows by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem that 
u*(x, t) = f uZ(x, t) 
r=0 
1 t z- 
2 I!’ 
[f(x + e”u4y> t f(x - e-n”4y)l p2,W) ds. 1 o B 
Finally, we conclude this section by solving the nonhomogeneous problem 
(16). (As in [9, Theorem 5.1 l] we may assume f, = 0.) 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume that h(x, s): [B] x [0, 00) + @ is a function with 
the three properties in Theorem 3.14. If we let h,(x, s) = (l/n!) D”h(0, s)x” 
and f,(x) = (l/n!) D”f(O)x” (where f E go’,), then we have 
(i) There is a solution V,(x, t) such that 
(~‘/iYt’) V,(x, t) = (-l)k+‘~kV,,(~, t) t h,(x, t), 
V,(x, 0) = 0, cm Vn(xv 0) =fn(x)* 
(23) 
and 
l$ V”(X, t) = f”(X) uniformly on bounded sets. (24) + 
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(ii) If we let V(x, t) = C~TO V,(x, t), then V(x, t) solves the Cuuchy 
problem (1) (with fi(x) = 0, fi(x) = f(x) E Za). 
(iii) lim,, V(x, t) = 0, and lim,, V,(x, t) = f(x) uniformly on bounded 
sets in [B]. 
Proof. As we can see, the Cauchy problem (16) in question is equivalent 
to 
where ti means u,. 
Let V,,(x, t) be defined by the identity 
where 
By Proposition 4.3, it is easy to see that VJx, t) satisfies (23) and (24). 
Hence (i) follows. 
Finally, by arguments analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 3.14, 
(ii), (iii) are straihgtforward. I 
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